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Good learning and teaching practices require us to be re�ective and review and evaluate our learning and teaching
activities on a regular basis. With respect to online discussion boards it is important to gain perspectives from both
students and sta� to ensure that online discussions are providing the richest learning experience possible in the
context of your unit.

A number of studies have looked at e�ective review and evaluation of online discussion boards as part of online
learning (Kay 2006; Lee 2013; Rovai and Barnum 2007; Tallent-Runnels et al. 2006; Vonderwell 2003). Familiarising
yourself with relevant literature (eg Kent et al. 2016; Loncar et al 2014) and embedding this into a re�ective review of
your unit will enable you to develop and implement rigorous learning experiences in your unit online discussion
boards.

Learning analytics are a useful tool to determine student engagement
in online discussion boards in your unit. Resources such as Quality
Matters provide a rigorous set of standards which can be utilised
e�ectively to review the design of your online discussion boards
(Martin et al. 2016). The University of Tasmania MyLO platform (and
other learning management systems) can also be used to evaluate
your online discussion boards as you can determine class engagement
in di�erent discussion forums and individual student participation
with respect to reading and posting to online discussion boards. This
can be rich data to enable you to determine which discussion forums
are most e�ective in your unit .

The University of Tasmania online student evaluation system (eVALUate) enables you to ask students speci�c
questions related to the use of online discussion boards in each delivery of your unit. This can be useful data to
determine the validity of the discussion boards to meet your intended unit learning outcomes. You can also consider
conducting your own informal survey of students using an online survey tool within MyLO or an external survey tool
like Survey Monkey or Lime to ask students questions such as:

What kind of activities they would like to engage in in online discussion boards?
What encourages or discourages them to use online discussion boards?
How do they think discussion boards should be assessed?
Do they like online discussion boards to be facilitated or not?
Do they think that the use of online discussion boards as an assessment tool engages or disengages their online
learning?
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There are examples of surveys which you can use to form your own questions relevant to the student feedback you
require (eg. Steen and Sparrow n.d.). These survey results may then be considered as part of your formal unit review
to improve online activities to motivate & engage your students.

Peer review of teaching is also important in ensuring that you are providing the best online discussion forums
possible in your unit and this is encouraged as part of the quality assurance cycle (University of Tasmania 2015).
Engage sta� within your discipline and outside of your discipline to peer review your discussion boards and provide
you with constructive feedback. This, along with student feedback, will be useful to enable you to review and improve
the delivery of your unit in the online environment.
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